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Remove 'No Palm Oil' label now

Since the ‘No Palm Oil’ label is superfluous, Minister Peeters has
promised to initiate discussion with Belgian manufacturers on

The EU Food Information for Consumers (FIC) Regulation,

reviewing its use. This is a major shift in the Belgian government’s

which came into effect on Dec 13, 2014, has transformed the

position and a sign of hope for millions of people in Asia and

debate on the ‘No Palm Oil’ label. The FIC Regulation has

Africa whose livelihood depends on the palm oil sector.

confirmed beyond doubt that use of the label is unlawful. It is
now being denounced in some quarters.

It is also an important step towards dismantling an unfair
labelling practice that has been tolerated in Belgium and France

The first encouraging sign has come from Belgium. In a recent reply

– the only countries in Europe where it is being applied – for far

to a parliamentary question, Economy and Foreign Trade Minister

too long.

Kris Peeters acknowledged the FIC Regulation’s effect on the label.
Following the entry into force of the FIC Regulation,
“Under the former regulation, all products containing natural oils

manufacturers are obliged to specify the type of vegetable oil

could just display natural oils in the list of ingredients. Now this

used in their food products, including palm oil. As such, it is

needs to be followed with the exact kind of natural oils that are

absolute nonsense to specify its absence. Additional labelling is

used in the product. In this way, the consumer can see for himself

not needed. It would only mislead and misinform European

if palm oil has been used in the production process of the

consumers.

product,” he reportedly said.
Malaysian palm oil is comfortable with the FIC Regulation’s
provisions on labelling vegetable oils. These specify that the oil of
origin (for example, palm oil or sunflower oil) must be specified
in the list of ingredients. This is non-discriminatory and applies to
all oils.
The ‘No Palm Oil’ label is different, having arisen from a
marketing campaign by certain companies to deliberately
single out and disparage palm oil. The Malaysian palm oil
industry is transparent and responsible in its practices and
communications, unlike food producers like Delhaize, Galler,

6
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Casino and Système U. By retaining the ‘No Palm Oil’ label, they

We expect both governments to enforce the law with the

have revealed their true purpose – and it has nothing to do with

support of the AFSCA in Belgium and DGCCRF in France, and

claims of transparency or consumer awareness, which the FIC

ban the ‘No Palm Oil’ label. The EU too has a key role to play.

Regulation adequately protects.

DG SANTE, which oversees EU food labelling regulations,
should ensure correct application of the FIC Regulation and

Like the Belgian government, the French public authorities are

eliminate the use of discriminatory labels.

changing their stance as well. The French Directorate against Fraud
(DGCCRF) has stated that the ‘No Palm Oil’ label “could be

The absence of enforcement to date is a source of great

considered illicit in some cases or in breach of regulations in others”.

frustration and anxiety to the Malaysian palm oil community. It
sees no merit in the negative campaign against a beneficial
product from the most efficient of oilseed crops. Furthermore,
investment in oil palm cultivation has contributed towards land
and rural development over decades, as well as alleviation of
poverty among small farmers who now contribute almost
40% of the palm oil produced by Malaysia.
Much is at stake and palm oil producers can no longer afford the
luxury of waiting for action. If Europe continues to close an eye
to a practice that is unlawful by its own standards, Malaysia
stands ready to up the ante. If the ‘No Palm Oil’ label is not
removed promptly, there will be serious implications for bilateral
trade – a point that was unequivocally conveyed to Belgian
companies on a trade mission to Malaysia.

Use of the label also violates French and
Belgian laws, as highlighted in an analysis by international law firm
Hogan Lovells. Additionally, the companies are in breach of laws
on unfair competition, health claims and advertising. Yet, they
have not removed the anti-palm oil label from their products.

Dr Yusof Basiron
www.ceopalmoil.com
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In determining where the debate will lead, three questions have
to be asked:
● What is the HCS endgame?
● What are the key differences in the approaches by the two
groups?
● How will these differences be exploited, and what are the
implications for the industry?

Much of the rhetoric to date on the High Carbon Stock (HCS)
issue has been concentrated on the origin of the phrase, and on
the political and commercial motivations behind its introduction
into the sustainability debate. But the bigger questions are:
where will the debate head now, and how will it affect the global
palm oil industry?
As the industry is aware, two initiatives are afoot. The first is led
by Sinar Mas and Wilmar International Ltd in collaboration with
The Forest Trust (TFT-HCS model), which Greenpeace has
endorsed. The second is being undertaken by a large
group of Malaysian palm oil producers as well
as NGOs involved in the Sustainable
Palm Oil Manifesto (SPOM-HCS
model).

8
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What is the endgame?
Two main interests – commercial and environmental – drive the
TFT-HCS approach. The aim is to enable Golden Agri Resources
Ltd (GAR) to safeguard its relationship with purchasers, in
particular Unilever NV and Nestlé SA, which have come under
sustained pressure from NGO campaigns.
The GAR study on assessing HCS on its plantation land has
yielded data that the company can use as a baseline in
determining ‘forested’ and ‘non-forested’ areas. The

methodology has been endorsed by Greenpeace, and GAR has
derived considerable marketing mileage from this.
However, GAR has stated that using the same approach in
different geographical areas would require additional work and
reorientation of the methodology.
The environmental interest is relatively straightforward. NGOs
do not want to see expansion of the oil palm sector. Their
previous campaigns had concentrated solely on demand. The
new focus is allowing them to foray into curbing supply.
Involvement in the TFT-HCS model has aligned the interests of
two major producers, two key purchasers in the western
market and two prominent NGOs. If it gains acceptance, the
model could result in the two producers taking their main
competitors out of the picture.
The approach is best described as a calculated gamble on the
part of proponents. Holding land that is undeveloped carries a
cost. Environmental compliance on top of existing sustainability
schemes increases costs. The gamble is that these additional
costs will be mitigated by the value of the commercial
relationships and any premium on ‘greener’ oil.
But it is possible that the participants had not anticipated the
establishment of a credible and transparent alternative – the
SPOM-HCS.
What are the differences?
The differences between the TFT-HCS and SPOM-HCS
approaches have not been well explained. There are three
aspects to consider in the TFT-HCS model:
● Emergence of a new definition of ‘forest’
● Undermining of the smallholder approach
● Elimination of competition
This approach envisages a definition of ‘forest’ that dispenses
with globally agreed definitions associated with types of forest
(primary or secondary) and established forestry practices.
Instead, it favours carbon methodology, which has not been
recognised by the UN or its related subsidiary bodies.
It is apparent that the model is designed for oil palm
players with significant land-holdings and which

are therefore vertically integrated companies. It is significant that
Sinar Mas’ plantation forestry operation – Asia Pulp and Paper
Group, a subsidiary of PT Sinar Mas Group – has signed on to
this initiative. For such companies, setting aside a few thousand
hectares for conservation would not have much impact on their
financial turnover. For smaller companies or smallholders,
however, this could mean serious loss of revenue and turn
profitable businesses into marginal ones. Indeed, the socioeconomic impact of the model appears to be subordinated to
environmental concerns.
The approach further favours companies that have a large,
cleared land-bank and which can afford the cost of closely
monitoring the supply chain. By appending the notion of
‘deforestation-free’ to companies that have already cleared
substantial plots of land for development, the TFT-HCS
approach undermines the credentials of new entrants that are
in the process of clearing land.
The SPOM-HCS model has different objectives. It attempts to
quantify greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from both land
conversion and plantation management. The approach is less
about forests and more about measuring and potentially curbing
GHG emissions.
The model also strives to measure the social and economic
impact of blocking the expansion of plantations. It takes into
account varying business models for oil palm harvesting and
palm oil production by plantation companies, as well as
independent smallholders and participants in governmentbacked land-development schemes.
The SPOM-HCS gives the same priority to the livelihood of
small farmers and participants in a land-development scheme,
as it does to environmental conservation. This approach would
make a critical difference to Malaysia’s poverty-eradication goal,
which covers both target-groups.
To date, the TFT-HCS model has been adopted by a relatively
small number of large palm oil producers. Other major palm
oil producers have backed the SPOM-HCS model. It would
appear that the larger palm oil purchasers and traders have
merely adopted the terminology of ‘high carbon stock’ without
adhering to any particular methodology on how this is to be
determined. For such companies, differences between
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methodologies are likely to be academic in terms of
sustainability commitments.

certification exclusively recognised in corporate procurement
policies.

What are the implications?
In establishing their model, TFT and Greenpeace chose
specifically to avoid a route that required a complicated set of
standards, standard-setting procedures and other processes,
mostly because of dissatisfaction that the Roundtable on
Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) was not achieving the
deforestation goals they sought. At one point, this may have
worked in their favour as they were addressing a particular
concern that was being expressed by NGOs and a small
number of consumers – the ‘removal’ of deforestation from
supply chains, which has not been resolved by HCS. However,
avoiding a standard per se, with all the robustness of its
procedures, also meant that there was nothing to stop another
definition of, or approach to, HCS.

Has this been successful? Not particularly. The campaigns have
resulted in both certification systems expending significant
resources on public relations and communications. And the
PEFC today outstrips FSC certification by about five to one.
More significantly, a third forest certification standard for chain
of custody – traceability – has been launched by the
International Standards Organisation. It will expose both
systems to a higher and tougher level of competition.

SPOM HCS has yet to offer standards or procedures and is
unlikely to; it is, rather, offering a methodological approach that
companies can apply as necessary.
Supporters of one model will label the other as being politicallyor commercially-motivated. Indeed, this has already begun with
the TFT-HCS group launching a series of politically pointed
questions at the SPOM-HCS group.
The scenario that will likely be played out is one where each
system and details of its methodology will be minutely analysed
to spot the differences. This had previously occurred with the
move towards forest certification, where the NGO-backed
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) pitted itself against the
industry- and government-backed Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC).
For a long time, the FSC waged a negative campaign against
the PEFC, claiming that it was not strong enough and that it
amounted to ‘greenwash’. The FSC lobbied to have its
standards recognised by international organisations and
development banks, and to exclude the PEFC. It has
continued to work tirelessly with other NGOs to have its

10
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Over the years, the PEFC and FSC have come to exist with
other sustainability certifications. And this will be the likely
outcome of the HCS debate. Any model will simply become
another tool used by purchasers to demonstrate their
sustainability credentials to western markets and NGOs, in an
environment where the RSPO and the Malaysian Sustainable
Palm Oil certification have set sustainability criteria for growers
and millers.
Issues of palm oil production have undoubtedly been
increasingly politicised over the past decade. Interestingly,
however, there is now better understanding of the scientific,
environmental, social and economic aspects of production
among the community of users. As this knowledge spreads in
the market-place, the possibility of one group simply ‘arguing’ its
way into a better trading position or persuading purchasers to
buy its ‘credentials’ will diminish significantly.
What the HSC debate will not achieve is the exclusion of palm
oil that is not produced according to the commands of a lobbygroup. Healthy demand for palm oil is being recorded in many
markets where concerns about deforestation are smaller than
the dire need for improved nutrition and food security. PT Astra
Agro Lestari Tbk, among Indonesia’s largest palm oil producers
without RSPO certification – has succeeded in side-stepping the
standoff.This could well become the industry’s fearless response
to absurd strong-arm tactics of campaigners.
MPOC

Markets

On March 3, a keynote address by
the Malaysian Minister of Primary
Industries and Commodities, the
Hon. Datuk Amar Douglas Uggah
Embas, was delivered at the Palm
and Lauric Oils Conference &
Exhibition in Kuala Lumpur. This is
an edited version of the speech.
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Since the last quarter of 2014, the global economic scenario has

The palm oil industry has contributed immensely to the nation’s

not been positive, as also indicated by lower crude petroleum

economic growth and in increasing rural incomes. The planting of

and palm oil prices. Lower projected economic growth, in

oil palm involves about 207,000 independent smallholders who

particular in developed and important commodity importing

occupy 807,000 ha. In 2014, the total acreage under oil palm was

countries, will have a bearing on commodity prices. As such, the

5.39 million ha, representing close to 72% of agriculture land use.

POC 2015 theme, ‘Trade, Hedge and Be Ahead of Markets’ is
most apt. I am confident that participants will gain new

Malaysia will continue to provide this edible and versatile oil to

knowledge on trading and hedging strategies to manage

meet the demands of the global community. We will sustain

uncertainties and risks in a better way.

research and development (R&D) activities on the use of palm
oil for both food and non-food purposes. Under the National

Palm oil is the leading edible oil traded globally with a market

Key Economic Area programme, the government promotes the

share of about 57% of oils and fats. Malaysian palm oil products

development of the downstream sector, in particular in the

accounted for 25% of the global export trade in oils and fats and

production of value-added palm-based products. These include

42% of the global palm oil trade. Malaysia exports palm oil

matching grants to companies for the production of oleo

products to more than 150 countries including China, the EU,

derivatives. From 2011-2014, RM102.22 million of the allocation

Pakistan, the US and India. In 2014, the exports were valued at

of RM123.1 million had been disbursed. In the case of food- and

RM66.12 billion and accounted for 8.6% of Malaysia’s

health-based products, RM50 million had been allocated and

merchandise exports.

disbursed as matching grants from 2011-2014.
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Malaysia’s investment in R&D will include collaboration with

collaborating with research institutions in major importing

major research institutions abroad on the use of palm oil in

countries. In this regard, Malaysia has established a Palm Oil

nutraceutical and pharmaceutical products, including the

Research and Technical Institute in China to support efforts to

suitability of palm-based tocotrienols to address heart disease,

use palm oil. A similarly institute is being established in India.

stroke, dementia and respiratory tract infections.
The success of Malaysia’s palm oil industry has attracted
Malaysia will also implement measures to increase domestic

allegations that its development is not sustainable. We do not

consumption of palm oil and to reduce stocks. In this context,

share that view and are putting in great effort to convey the

the government has implemented a biofuel programme since

correct perspective. I wish to reiterate that Malaysia encourages

June 2011, beginning with the B5 Programme. We progressed to

the industry to adhere to sustainable practices that place equal

the B7 Programme, which was fully implemented in Peninsular

emphasis on protecting the environment. In fact, the industry is

Malaysia in November 2014.

subjected to more than 50 laws and regulations ranging from its
development to production, to keep it on the straight and

Currently, we are exploring the possibility of implementing the

narrow.

B10 Programme nationwide. This will enable domestic annual
consumption of palm oil of 1.2 million tonnes. We will also

The Malaysian Standard for Sustainable Palm Oil (MSPO) has

explore the implementation of the biofuel programme in other

come into effect from 2015. It is based on Malaysia’s laws and

sectors, such as in industry and power generation. In the longer

regulations, while certification is based on standards established

term, this will enhance domestic consumption of palm oil, as well

under the scheme. Besides encouraging the industry to adopt

as contribute to the use of an environmentally friendly and

the MPSO, we will provide financial assistance and advisory

sustainable source of energy.

services especially to smallholders, for them to be MSPOcertified. The government has allocated RM53 million for this.

Market developments
The promotion of palm oil in the global markets includes making

We believe the MSPO can form the basis of the branding of

available data on its use for a variety of purposes and

Malaysian palm oil in the international market as a product that

GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE • VOL.12 ISSUE 1, 2015
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is synonymous with quality and sustainable
production. We are also confident that the
MSPO will help in countering negative
perceptions of, and allegations about, oil palm
cultivation that have been spread by ignorant
or irresponsible NGOs, including unfounded
fears of deforestation. For the record, Malaysia
has about 61% of its land area under forest
cover.
I understand that this conference will explore
the price outlook for 2015/16. Commodity
prices are subjected to volatility and pose
significant

risks

to

producers,

traders,

consumers and others involved. In situations of
considerable uncertainty it is important to
facilitate efficient decision making.
Hence, a futures market is necessary to
provide a price discovery mechanism for
participants and to guide them in their
production,

consumption

and

financing

decisions. I understand that hedging on futures
is an effective risk management strategy to
reduce the associated risks to which producers
and traders are exposed.
I also understand that the Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives' Crude Palm Oil Futures contract is
seen by many as a great risk management
derivatives tool for hedging and arbitrage
against price volatility. It acts as a global price
discovery,

price

determination,

price

benchmarking and referencing tool for the
palm oil trade. It is indeed a commendable
achievement for Bursa Malaysia to have
become the home of the global price
benchmark for palm oil.

14
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If India does not review its policies on
oilseeds production and the edible oils
trade, it will face a US$100 billion
economic loss annually by 2025.
Conservative estimates suggest that
US$40-50 billion will be required in
precious foreign exchange per year to
meet edible oil import costs. The loss of
domestic livestock productivity and
production, due to vital protein shortage
via oilcake and meal, will involve an
additional US$50 billion loss in livestock
productivity per year.
This means that even the total profit
earnings in foreign exchange from the IT,
textile, pharmaceutical and engineering
sectors would not be sufficient to pay for

the import of edible oils. It will exert a
negative impact on food inflation and the
current account deficit. Large-scale lowcost imports will also destroy the
domestic product base of the oilseeds
and edible oils industries.
It is the government’s duty to ensure
food security. This must be achieved by
stepping up domestic production and
cannot be based on importing foods. The
latter option will affect India’s strategic
and sovereign interests and lead to the
loss of bargaining power with
international suppliers. It is well known
that beggars cannot be choosers. The
examples of Russia and Iran are in front
of us.

Carbohydrates, oils, fats and protein are
the basic components of a balanced diet
for humans and livestock. Today, India is
self-sufficient in carbohydrates but not in
edible oils and proteins for humans and
livestock. This is because of politics-based
policies on wheat, rice and sugar. This is
not food security, this is just
carbohydrates security.
Edible oils form an essential part of the
modern diet, providing energy and the
beneficial micro-nutrients needed for
human health. Oilcake is a major source
of protein for livestock. However, many
studies have made it clear that India’s
production policies and import tax
policies have failed to support the supply

GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE • VOL.12 ISSUE 1, 2015
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of edible oils and proteins, leading to a severe deficit. The very
low capacity utilisation of the local edible oils industry in the
largest edible oils market is a shocking example of a distorted
policy regime.
As with other essential commodities, the main drivers of
demand for oilseeds and edible oils are population growth and
income. The Report of the Technical Group on Population
Projections, constituted by the National Commission on
Population, predicts a rise in the number of people to 1,400
million by 2025 at an annual rate of 1.2%. As a consequence, the
density of population in India will increase from 313 persons to
426 persons per sq km.
The Chairman of the Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory
Council has cited data estimating that population growth at 9%
per annum will boost per capita income from US$1,600
currently to US$8,000-10,000 by 2025. India will therefore join
the ranks of middle-income countries.
In projecting the country’s commodities requirements, I will take
a conservative estimate growth rate of 5% and per capita
income of about US$3,000 per year. A FAO study has found that
food energy requirements among South Asians will be about
2,700 calories/caput/day in 2025. The demand for edible oils is
likely to be about 17kg per capita per year.
This means India will need about 23.8 million tonnes of edible
oils by 2025. To meet this, and based on an average yield of
about 30% oil content, it will need about 80 million tonnes of
oilseeds. If the yield is lower, a greater volume of oilseeds will be
required to make up the difference.
Pressure on natural resources
To support oilseeds production, two vital natural resources – water
and land – are crucial. The Union Agriculture Minister has stated
that there will be 0.12 ha per capita of land for cultivation by 2025.
The current net sown area of 140.02 million ha has remained
unchanged for the last two decades. Total arable land stands at
about 182.47 million ha, or about 55% of India’s reporting area and
about 11% of the world’s arable land. Of this, only one-third of the
cultivated land is irrigated, producing 55% of food grains.
In 2010, about 78.17 million ha of arable land was rain-fed,
contributing to 45% of agricultural production including oilseeds.

16
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Degraded
lands stand
at about 120
million ha. With
the
current
productivity level of
1.1 tonnes per ha,
about 73 million ha
of land will be
needed to produce
80 million tonnes
of oilseeds. It
would
involve
about 52% of total
agricultural
land.
Where will it come from?
Currently about 55% of the land is
being used to cultivate cereals. Therefore,
with the existing level of productivity and
competing uses, it will be impossible to meet the
demand for oilseeds and edible oils through domestic
production alone. About 18 million ha are currently being
used for oilseeds production. An action plan is imperative to
produce 4.5 tonnes/ha/year from this acreage in order to meet
the demand for oil from domestic sources by 2025. By any
standard, this cannot be achieved. As such, the scenario would
provide great opportunities for edible oil exporters, and pose a
big challenge to India’s policy makers.
The Agriculture Minister has also said there are about 1,700
cubic metres of water per person and that 84% of this resource
will be utilised for irrigation.This is at stress level and is of serious
concern. According to the Indian Council of Agricultural
Research, water availability for agriculture is estimated to drop
by up to 12% by 2025. In other words, farmers will require 25%
more water in 2025 than what is being utilised now to produce
food. By the same period, the requirement of water for
irrigation alone will be 790 billion cubic metres. How will this be
met?
Based on my estimates, even with the best of efforts and
utilisation of resources, India will not be able to produce more
than 60 million tonnes of oilseeds – this would fall short of
needs by 20 million tonnes. Furthermore, applying the global

examples of low output. If it is to produce 50 million tonnes of
animal protein, the livestock sector will require about 125 million
tonnes of good quality protein in the diet. We are talking about
280-300 million tonnes of soybean meal equivalent. Who will
provide this input?
average
in oilseeds
production,
India will not be
able to produce
more than 40 million
tonnes of oilseeds.
In terms of edible oils, India
will need about 12-13 million
tonnes of imports each year
from 2025. At the current foreign
exchange rate, it will spend about
US$18-20 billion every year on edible
oil imports. At inflation at the rate of 6%
per year and if the exchange rate remains
unchanged, India will need about US$40 billion to pay for
imported edible oils. If it is unable to improve productivity from
1.1 tonnes/ha to 2 tonnes/ha, the import bill will multiply. Hence,
the government will have to offer a response.
Policy planners must come up with a road map for edible oils
security. This must incorporate the needs of the livestock sector
as well. It is interesting to note that, today, poultry feed is more
expensive than wheat for human consumption. The price of milk
is touching Rs50 per litre because feed for milch animals is very
expensive. Poor quality soybean meal is as expensive as good
quality rice for the common man.
According to various sources of data, India will need about 150
million tonnes of milk, 15 million tonnes of meat, 16 million
tonnes of fish and 17 million tonnes of eggs for a protein-rich
diet by 2025. In other words, it will need 48-50 million tonnes of
animal protein per year.
To produce all this, livestock too will require protein in their diet.
They cannot consume poor quality grass, poor quality feed and
poor quality drinking water, and give high quality milk, meat or
eggs. The current milk and meat yields per animal provide clear

Reform of the oilseeds sector
The net impact of neglecting the oilseeds sector will be felt in a
rising import bill, loss of livestock production and loss of value
creation in related local industries. There will also be indirect
costs due to poor health of people and livestock; loss of
employment opportunities for millions of youths in rural India;
lower tax revenue due to reduced production; and a higher
current account deficit. Dependence on foreign sources for
domestic food security will leave an impact on economic,
political and foreign policy.
What is the way forward in minimising reliance on imported
edible oils? With the growing gap between demand and
domestic supply, it is important for the government to come up
with a time-bound food security proposal.
Unless there is incentive to produce, no farmer will produce. In
order to produce carbohydrates like wheat, rice and sugar, the
government has developed all sorts of systems and incentive
plans. Why isn’t the same zeal being shown for oilseeds? This
clearly indicates that agricultural polices lack sound logic and are
influenced by local politics in place of national interest.
Oilseeds are more crucial than pulses in economic and
nutritional terms. They are not only an important source of
edible oils, but also a vital source of protein for human and
animal nutrition. Edible oil imports, if not managed properly, will
have serious adverse implications on the domestic oilseeds
sector. This needs serious and calibrated policy intervention with
strong political will.
Based on the global experience, the average oilseeds yield is about
2 tonnes/ha, while the best possible average yield is 3.5 tonnes/ha
in some countries. On average, India will be able to produce about
36 million tonnes to, at best, about 60 million tonnes of oilseeds
per year. Meeting this target will require the adoption of a policy
based on agro-climatic conditions – this should include a soil
health policy to support seed technology adoption, irrigation
facilities and agri-inputs and extension services.
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The government must also think big in expanding its efforts:
1. Adopt high yielding oilseed technology
India needs world class seed technology which can create a
quantum leap in oilseeds production. It must establish
programmes to produce high-yielding varieties with the help
of modern technology like nanotechnology and nutri-genomics.
The success parameters of such programmes must be linked
to the best in the world. Only research programmes where
technology is designed to deliver best-in-the-class output
should be supported by taxpayers’ money. If global collaboration
or par tnerships are required to achieve this, it should be
encouraged. If new rules and policies are required, the national
interest demands that these be given priority.
2. Minimise cost of production
Policies involving edible oils must minimise the cost of
production and processing. If current laws require a review
and amendments, this should be carried out to enable
corrective actions to start. The country will save time and
money.
3. Reduce transaction costs and time
India faces serious issues in ensuring food security.Yet, various
laws add unproductive costs and a time-lag to effor ts to
achieve this. It is time to review laws like the Agriculture
Produce Marketing Committee Act, as well as those related
to seeds and agro-chemicals, agriculture research and approval
processes.
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4. Develop foreign agriculture production zones in friendly
countries
Friendly countries like Australia, Canada and those in Africa
should be approached to offer unused portions of their land
bank to India for production of oilseeds and pulses; this can
be mutually beneficial. Today, we are acquiring assets to extract
energy and minerals in other countries. It would be relevant
to explore a similar arrangement for food production.
Indian companies need to develop their capability to ensure
a stable supply of oilseeds and edible oils. East Africa, Australia,
and parts of East Asia can be potential locations for investment,
if the respective governments are keen to allow this. The
‘Look East’ policy and Africa Investment Plan can be starting
points to explore such possibilities. Land not utilised in various
states in India should similarly be explored for these ventures.
I am aware that those with vested interests will object to any
modification of the regulatory and policy framework towards
transparency of decision-making processes. It is well known that
the import lobby influences edible oils policy. Will the
government have the courage to rationalise the policy to support
the domestic edible oils industry? In the national interest, we
should ignore objections and move towards reforms that ensure
timely delivery of edible oil supplies from domestic sources.

Vijay Sardana
Bio-economy Expert & Commodity Analyst
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I

ndia's rapeseed crop could gain in
terms of oil content from a rainy
spell in the northwest but, if the rain
continues much longer, it could hurt
output and increase the chances of edible
oil imports hitting a record high for the
fourth year.
"Recent rains have brought down
temperature to a favourable level that
promises better oil yield, but we still have
to watch how the temperature remains
until the end of this month," said DK
Yadav, head of seed science at the Indian
Agricultural Research Institute.
Harvesting of rapeseed will start in the
next 10 days and if hailstorms materialise,
the crop could be badly damaged.
Continuous rain would also increase the
threat from pests.
"Untimely winter rains didn't cause any
major havoc, though if it rains for the next
couple of days uninterruptedly, then God
knows what miseries are in store for us,"

said Mani Ram Jat, a 47-year-old farmer
from Hanumangarh district of Rajasthan, the
main rapeseed-producing province of India.
Lower output could push up demand for
edible oil imports by the world's top
importer to a record high, to the benefit
of lower priced palm oil from Indonesia
and Malaysia.
Industry officials have said that edible oil
imports could hit 12.5-13 million tonnes
in 2014/15. This had risen for the third
consecutive year to 11.6 million tonnes
up to October 2014.
India meets 60% of its annual edible oil
needs of 18-19 million tonnes through
imports.
Since India's rapeseed crop has the
highest oil content, the harvest has a big
bearing on the country's demand for
edible oil imports, which is increasing
anyway due to growth in the population
and the economy.

Growers planted rapeseed over 6.5
million ha in the current crop year to
June, an 8.5% drop from the previous
year because of poor soil moisture in the
main growing areas in the northwest.
Traders have forecast rapeseed output in
a range of 6.5-7 million tonnes against 7.4
million tonnes in 2013/14.
Rapeseed oil supplies could be 2.3-2.4
million tonnes in 2014/15, said Deepak
Kanda, president of the Shri Ganganagar
Oil Millers Association in Rajasthan. Local
supplies stood at around 2.7 million
tonnes in 2013/14.
Lower Indian supplies could support
benchmark Malaysian palm oil prices,
which have risen 5% this year after a drop
of almost 15% in 2014.

Reuters (March 11, 2015)

This is an edited version of the report.
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On Feb 1, 2015, China issued a major

supports and other factors have helped

global agricultural prices. In addition to

policy

1

push production costs for most Chinese

creating

Document) on agriculture calling for a

grain and livestock products well above

downstream products such as meat, dairy

coordinated

rising

world market prices. For example,

and textiles, it is widely recognised that

production costs and internationally

domestic corn prices as at March 2015

these policies have resulted in large

uncompetitive prices. Policy makers have

are more than double international levels.

financial and environmental costs.

become alarmed by the widening gap

This has led to increased import demand

between domestic and international

even when there are ample domestic

prices. The plan calls for subsidy and land

supplies.

document

(2015

response

No.
to

reform, in addition to exploring greater
utilisation of innovative agricultural

China now holds over 40% of world corn

technologies such as biotechnology.

stocks and over 50% of world cotton
stocks. While the government is not

Previous No. 1 Documents on agriculture

expected to release these stocks on a

primarily

large scale, doing so

focused

on

increasing

production and farm incomes; the

suddenly could

government

destabilise

has

steadily

raised

agricultural support prices
since 2008 to achieve
these goals. These
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competitive

issues

for

A summary follows of developments in the 2015 No. 1

for a more flexible policy to meet the rising demand for feed.

Document in the areas of food security, subsidies, biotechnology,

This is unlikely to result in higher corn imports in the near future

land reform, water and international trade. While the document

due to strong domestic production and excess stocks, but long-

is short on specifics, it does reflect an enhanced awareness of

term prospects for trade remain positive.

the need to make Chinese agriculture more competitive,
efficient and sustainable.

While Chinese officials have called for greater utilisation of
international markets to meet growing demand, they remain wary

Food security

of reliance, or even the perception of reliance, on any one country.

Ensuring food security remains the government’s top agricultural

The No. 1 Documents in recent years have called for China to

priority. However, how the government defines food security has

“optimise import sources” by diversifying suppliers, and have

evolved over time. Chinese leaders have gradually realised that

prioritised the creation of import monitoring systems for key

the policy of equating food security with self-sufficiency is not

commodities. The 2015 No. 1 Document continues these policies.

sustainable in the long run and may be counter-productive.

Quarantine officials have reportedly made it a priority to complete

Some policy makers have begun to point out that China’s limited

import protocols with alternative suppliers of key products. While

land and water resources will make it difficult to increase feed

the US remains the largest exporter of agricultural products to

production enough to meet the growing demand for animal

China, its market share has declined slightly in recent years.

products from its burgeoning urban middle class.
Domestic support policies
This evolution in thinking is reflected in recent No.1 Documents.

China’s domestic agricultural support has in recent years

The 2013 No. 1 Document focused on increasing production of

focused on maintaining high internal prices through government

major agricultural commodities by raising the floor prices for

purchases in order to boost farmer income and encourage

wheat and rice and implementing a temporary reserve system

production. China’s National Development and Reform

for corn, soybean, rapeseed, cotton and sugar. The 2014 No. 1

Commission began raising support prices for key agricultural

Document took an important step away from the previous rigid

crops in 2008 when global agricultural prices were high, and

definition of food security as equalling 95% self-sufficiency, and

continued to do so every year until 2014 despite falling

instead called for “basic self-sufficiency” in grains and “absolute

international prices. This has created a widening gap between

security” in staple grains. Officials explained that, while China

international and domestic prices and left the government with

would try to maintain self-sufficiency in staple grains such as

excess stocks in many commodities that it cannot sell without

wheat and rice, increased grain imports for feed use were no

incurring large losses. These policies have also attracted imports

longer seen as a threat to food security.

even during times of record domestic production.

The 2015 No. 1 Document took another step
back from binding targets, saying only that the
self-sufficiency level for major grain varieties
should be “scientifically defined”. The
government continues to see selfsufficiency in rice and wheat as essential
to China’s food security and it maintains
the floor price system for these crops.
At the same time, it recognises the need
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The 2014 No. 1 Document announced a
trial subsidy reform in key production
regions for cotton and soybean. This
change reflected the realisation by
Chinese

policy

makers

that

their

“temporary reserve” stockpiling policy
has distorted domestic markets. The
2015 No. 1 Document called for
continuing current subsidies and pricesupport programmes while evaluating
the effectiveness of the trial programme
for cotton and soybean. It also called for
improvements to the temporary reserve
system, which is currently used for corn,
rapeseed and sugar. In addition, it
proposes expanding use of Green Box
agricultural

subsidies

and

adjusting

Amber Box measures to more directly
benefit farmers.
Chinese policy makers and academics
have begun to cite what they describe
as the “two ceilings and a floor” that are
putting

what

the

2015

No.

1

Document describes as a “double
squeeze” on the income of farmers. The
floor is the rising cost of agricultural

amounts of sugar and cotton were

farmers direct subsidy payments that are

production in China. With costs rising,

imported at out of quota rates in recent

coupled to production.

officials fear farmers will switch to non-

years.) Officials left all support prices

grain crops or let their land lie fallow if

unchanged in 2014, likely due to this

Many officials in China have suggested

prices do not rise fast enough to

concern.

that the temporary reserve system will

maintain healthy returns.

be gradually phased out and replaced
The second ceiling is the World Trade

with a target price system like the one

The first ceiling is the price at which

Organisation limit on Amber Box

being applied to soybean and cotton on

imported grain becomes competitive

subsides that restricts them to 8.5% of

a trial basis. The experience from these

even when subject to the 65% out of

value of production. Several high-ranking

trials will be evaluated to determine

quota tariff. With Chinese prices already

officials have recently stated that China

whether the target price system should

exceeding global prices, officials worry

has already reached this limit. This

be implemented more widely. China is

that raising domestic prices even higher

constraint limits policy makers’ ability to

also expanding agricultural insurance,

will result in a flood of imports. (Large

raise price supports higher or to give

intergovernmental transfer payments to
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and

importance of biotechnology research,

government’s

experimenting with a type of price-loss

the 2015 No. 1 Document for the first

impor tance

insurance for hogs and vegetables. It will

time called on the government to

Chinese agriculture, the Document

also likely explore decoupled payments

conduct

does not telegraph any change in its

or other Green Box measures to support

“popularise biotechnology”.

support

agricultural

counties,

public

outreach

and

to

recognition
of

of

the

biotechnology

for

restrictive policies on development or
approval of “foreign” biotech products.

farm income given its limited space to
increase Amber Box payments. Annex 1

The government has identified low

outlines domestic support policies in

public acceptance as an obstacle to

Land reform

China’s 2015 No. 1 Document.

expanding

Chinese leaders have identified the

commercialisation

of

biotech crops and is now developing

fragmentation

Biotechnology

plans to actively address this issue. In

holdings as a key obstacle to improving

The 2015 No. 1 Document identifies

September 2014, the government

agricultural competitiveness. The average

innovation and advanced production

released remarks by President Xi

farm size in China is only around 0.6 ha,

methods, such as biotechnology, as

Jinping saying that biotechnology has

compared to over 160 ha in the US.

essential to boosting China’s agricultural

“bright prospects” and calling for China

Agricultural land-use rights in China are

competitiveness. While previous No. 1

to “take the commanding heights

highly complex and often unclear,

Documents

in

making consolidation of fragmented

have

mentioned

the

biotechnology”.

Despite

the

of

agricultural
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holdings difficult. Prohibition on the purchase or sale of

US$5.18 in Anhui. The fixed rates encourage over-exploitation of

agricultural land further complicates the situation.

water resources and have led to dropping water tables in some
regions.

The 2013 No. 1 Document tried to tackle this challenge by
calling for the registration of contractual (chengbao) agricultural

The 2015 No. 1 Document proposes addressing this problem by

land titles to be completed within five years. It also encouraged

implementing a consumption-based fee system. Water for

people holding title to contractual agricultural land to lease their

agricultural use is expected to become more expensive, while

land to larger operations. The 2014 and 2015 No. 1 Documents

subsidies will be given to non-agricultural users.The exact pricing

built on these goals, and identified increasing the scale of farms

and mechanics are yet to be decided. According to local media

as essential to improving competitiveness.

reports, a pilot programme will soon begin in 80 counties across
China with a focus on regions that currently over-extract ground

The government is currently working on reforming related laws

water. Water price reform is seen as a necessary step for

and regulations to facilitate the renting and mortgaging of rights

allowing water to be traded between different provinces and

to use agricultural land. At the same time, officials are launching

regions. The government is investing heavily in water diversion

new campaigns to designate tracts of “permanent agricultural

projects, including the massive South-North Water Diversion

land” to prevent loss of cropland to non-agricultural

Project. The 2015 No. 1 Document also calls for adoption of

development. Further reforms are likely in the next several

water saving irrigation technologies.

years, although direct sales of agricultural land are not being
considered.

International trade and cooperation
China’s No. 1 Documents focus mainly on domestic policies and

Water price reform

rural affairs, but the last two have included sections on

China’s per capita renewable freshwater resources are only a

international trade and investment. This reflects a new food

third of the world average. This places a significant constraint on

security strategy that calls for utilising domestic and international

the agricultural sector, which already accounts for over 60% of

markets to ensure stability and reliability of the country’s food

water use in China. Water for agricultural use is currently heavily

supply, a strategy stated in the 2014 and 2015 No. 1 Documents.

subsidised and typically charged by area rather than

The increased attention to trade also reflects a heightened

consumption. The water fee for irrigating an acre of wheat

concern about competitive pressure embodied in the “double

ranges from the equivalent of 77 US cents a year in Hubei to

squeeze” rhetoric.
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China’s strategy aims to closely manage trade. The 2014 and

international companies and exploring policies to support

2015 No. 1 Documents both call for developing plans for

outbound investors. COFCO’s purchases in 2014 of Nidera as

regulating the flow of imports, and the 2015 No. 1 Document

well as Noble Group’s agricultural unit are seen as part of this

emphasises tight management of the tariff rate quota systems.

strategy. The 2015 No. 1 Document also emphasised

The Documents call for exerting greater control over the

international cooperation, which appears to encompass both

border through strict inspections and crackdowns on smuggling

government-to-government

of agricultural products. Dual objectives for the border controls

investment by companies. Annex 2 outlines the international

include maintaining quality of imports, as well as protecting

trade and cooperation policies in recent No. 1 Documents.

cooperation

and

outbound

domestic producers to maintain “industry security”. A number of
officials have described a surge in rice smuggling as a threat to

The fact that Chinese authorities seem to have recognised, and

national food security. News media report that allowances for

are taking steps to tackle their market-and trade-distorting

border residents to import limited volumes of rice and other

policies, seems a positive sign for the agricultural sectors of

commodities have been abused, and the 2015 No. 1 Document

China and of the world. The implementation of these reforms

calls for reform of this policy.

over the next five to 10 years, however, will likely entail some
level of turbulence and uncertainty for agricultural exporters

The 2014 and 2015 No. 1 Documents also call for supporting a

such as the US.

greater role for Chinese companies in international agricultural
trade through outbound investment. China’s so-called “going

USDA Foreign Agricultural Services

out” or “go global” strategy had received brief endorsements in
the 2007 and 2010 Documents. The most recent No. 1

This is an edited version of the Global Agricultural Information Network Report of Feb

Documents were more specific, calling for nurturing large

19, 2015.
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Brazil to produce 93 million tonnes of soybean
The forecast for Brazil’s soybean production for the 2014/15 marketing year remains unchanged at 93 million tonnes
(Table 1). The planted area stands at a record 31.6 million ha (including second crop soybean), a 5% compared to
the last growing season. This is in anticipation of higher soybean prices.

Despite the dry spells in December 2014 and early January in areas of Western Bahia, Goiás, and Minas Gerais, good
rains in late January and early February have eased concerns of yield losses, especially in Western Bahia. However,
the heavy rains in Mato Grosso have created delays in the soybean harvest, which could reduce the planting window
for those planting corn as a second crop (‘safrinha’).
It is estimated that 18.5% of the 2014/15 national acreage had been harvested as at Feb 21. In Mato Grosso, the
harvest reached 34%, compared to 45% last year. Parana, the country’s second largest soybean producer, achieved
23% compared to 25% last year.

New biodiesel mandate boosts Brazil’s soybean oil uptake
On Dec 1, 2014, the Brazilian government began implementing an increase in the biodiesel mandate (B7). This
immediately increased the demand for domestic soybean for crushing. In December 2014 alone, an estimated
additional 300,000 tonnes were crushed to meet the new mandate. For the 2013/14 marketing year, total crushing
demand was estimated at 36.6 million tonnes.
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Truckers’ strike may delay Brazil’s soybean harvest
Protesting against fuel and toll charge hikes, as well as new taxes on transportation, Brazilian truck drivers blocked
road access in the main soybean producing areas, such as Mato Grosso and Paraná. The strikes, which lasted over a
week and spread to 11 states, disrupted diesel supplies and threatened to hold up exports at ports.
Producers rely on trucks to deliver soybean right after harvest as on-farm storage is still not common. The farmers
can typically store an estimated 15% of oilseeds and grain production on-farm. If trucks are not available to move
the output, it could further delay progress of this year’s harvest.
As at Feb 26, the government had announced measures that could benefit truck drivers and transport companies,
such as extending a year of free financing for vehicles; not increasing diesel prices for six months; and approving a
law that would benefit the sector. Although this effectively ended much of the blockade, not all leaders of the truck
drivers associations are satisfied. It is not clear if the offer will resolve the situation.

Brazilian set for record soybean exports
Brazil’s soybean exports for the 2014/15
marketing year are projected at a record 47
million tonnes. The devaluation of the Real, by
about 28% since August 2014, is expected to
support exports. At the same time, the slow
commercialisation of the new crop continues
to be the main story for the 2014/15 year.
The slow pace of sales is an outcome of low
global prices. The farmers’ strategy has been to
hold the crop a little longer in expectations of
a weaker Real. The pace should pick up in
March as the capacity to hold the crop at the
farm can be difficult due to the lack of storage
capacity. No major impact is expected on exports for the current marketing year. Rather, if soybean exports are much
delayed, it will cause problems for corn exports of the ‘safrinha’ crop which typically begins the second half of the
year.
China will continue to be the main importer of Brazilian soybean. Despite the expected slowdown of its economy,
China is set to increase imports to a record volume. It is by far the most important market for Brazilian soybean,
having absorbed over 70% of the output since 2012.
USDA Foreign Agricultural Service

This is an edited version of the Global Agricultural Information Network Report of Feb 27, 2015.
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US Market Commentary
General Comments
Markets were generally quiet overnight with wheat the most active, trading 3-4 higher. That peaceful tone didn’t last
long this morning as wheat turned sharply higher, led by big gains in KC with Minneapolis and Chicago following
closely behind. Wheat was about weather. The extended forecast for the hard red winter wheat region (southern
Plains) isn’t changing, remaining warm and dry. Corn and soybean were distant followers on the day before the USDA
planting intentions and quarterly stocks reports will be released.
The US dollar was again super strong, gaining 0.75% to 0.8 points. Crude was $0.50-1 lower most of the morning
but had slumped to more than $1 loss when the grains closed. Crude was climbing back toward unchanged later in
the day. The strong US dollar pushed US financial markets gains of more than 1%.
This will be a short trading week
with markets closed for Good
Friday, April 3.
Corn
FUTURES
Corn really didn’t do much today
despite the big move in wheat
and the fact that USDA
announced the sale of two
cargoes of corn for export to
unknown destinations. Tomorrow’s quarterly stocks and planting intentions reports are generating a great deal of
uncertainty. What if acres aren’t down as much as expected and the March 1 stocks number is higher? What if acres
and stocks are smaller than expected? The market feels like it wants to sit and wait for tomorrow’s numbers. Corn
did close right at the day’s highs, but that was only 3-3¼ higher.
Soybean Complex
FUTURES
Soybeans benefited from the fund short covering in the wheat market. Weekly export inspections were also (again)
better than expected, and there was some chatter around that China was watching Brazil’s logistics. So far, that has
not been a problem. We note that Strategie Grains now has the EU rapeseed crop down 9.5% from last year at 21.9
million tonnes. Soybean traded as much as 6-7 higher during the first half of the session, but gradually slumped and
traded 1-2 lower until a late, small rally closed the markets with 1-2 cent gains.
Wheat
FUTURES
Wheat has now recovered from last week’s major selloff. Futures were just slightly higher overnight, but significant
fund buying kicked in this morning and didn’t back off. Weather forecasts are still warm and dry across most of the
southern US Plains. The weekend also saw very strong winds from the northern Plains to Texas. It now looks dry
into the first two weeks of April.There was also a story in Baron’s that discussed the super tight world wheat supplies
and the chance that wheat futures could get back to $9.That is a stretch based on today’s numbers. Funds are holding
huge short positions in wheat futures, which might be the most bullish input today. Today’s push higher in wheat did
move the Chicago May futures back above the 50-day moving average, a positive technical signal. Funds were
reported as buyers of 6,000-7,000 contracts of wheat today. Wheat didn’t back off at all at the close and, in fact,
finished right at the day’s highs.
Mike Krueger
Ag Perspectives, March 30, 2015
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T

he draft French Public Health
Act has been presented to the
Council of Ministers and has
been debated in the Parliament since the
beginning of the year. It provides for the
principle of ‘simplified’ nutrition labelling
and voluntary use of the scheme.
However, if manufacturers or distributors
want to use the scheme, it appears that
they will have to adhere to the model
proposed under the draft Act.
Article 5 of the draft Act states that, in
order to facilitate consumer information
and to help make informed choices, the
mandatory nutrition declaration may be
accompanied by additional presentations,
graphics or symbols that will be
established after consulting the national
food safety agency, by Order of the
French Council of State. The mandatory
nutrition declaration will become
applicable from Dec 14, 2016 under
Regulation (EU) No. 1169/2011 of the
European Parliament and of the Council
on the provision of food information to
consumers (FIR).

In February 2015, together with a
number of French associations – including
the Society of Public Health, the Society
of Paediatrics, the Association of
Dieticians, the Federation of Cardiology,
the Society of Nutrition and the Diabetes
Association – the French Consumer
Association Que Choisir proposed a
voluntary colour-coded front-of-pack
(FoP) nutrition labelling scheme (the socalled coloriel model) and urged the
government to include it as a model in
the future Public Health Act. In a recent
study backing the coloriel model’s efficacy,
it was argued that the scheme is not only
a useful tool to help consumers choose
healthier options, but that it also avoids
stigmatising any particular food category.
Que Choisir has referred to the coloriel
model as an ‘effective antidote to the
current nutritional marketing’ with
products that over-emphasise the
importance of a particular nutrient, which
may lead consumers to think that a
product is healthier than it actually is. The
coloriel model takes into account calories,

fat, saturated fat, sugar and salt (and in
some cases, fibre, fruits, nuts, protein and
vegetables) and combines the results on
a five-point scale with dots coloured
green, yellow, orange, pink or red. Red
dots stand for a product that should not
be consumed often or only in limited
quantities, while green dots show that the
product should be consumed more often
or in greater quantities.
Article 35 of the FIR allows voluntary
additional forms of expression and
presentation of the nutrition information
on top of the mandatory information.
Voluntary nutrition labelling cannot be
given in isolation; it must be provided in
addition to the full mandatory (back-ofpack) nutrition declaration – which
comprises energy, fat, saturates,
carbohydrate, sugars, protein and salt –
under Article 30(1) and (3) of the FIR.
In this context, it must be noted that, on
Oct 1, 2014, the EU Commission initiated
infringement proceedings against the UK
over its so-called ‘traffic light’ nutrition
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EU member-states intending to introduce
national schemes relating to nonbeneficial nutrition claims should notify
such schemes to the EU Commission and
to other member-states in accordance
with Directive 98/34/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council which lays
down a procedure for the provision of
information in the field of technical
standards and regulations.
labelling scheme. The UK scheme is a
hybrid FoP food labelling scheme that
includes ‘percentage reference intakes’
(formerly known as guideline daily
amounts or GDAs) and colour coding,
which indicates whether or not the
product is high (red), medium (amber) or
low (green) in fat, saturated fat, sugar and
salt depending on their content per
100gm. The scheme is, in principle,
voluntary, but it was recommended in
June 2013 by the UK Food Standards
Agency and the Department of Health.
Legal issues
In relation to voluntary national nutrition
labelling schemes, three legal issues are of
particular relevance:
1. Whether it is a ‘voluntary’ scheme;
2. Whether cer tain elements of such
schemes can be classified as ‘nonbeneficial’ nutrition claims; and
3. Whether the proliferation of such
schemes is an obstacle to the free
movement of goods in the EU, contrary
to the Treaty on the Functioning of
the EU (TFEU).
The coloriel scheme raises concerns as to
whether it is, in fact, voluntary. If an
operator in France wants to use a FoP

30

nutrition labelling scheme, it appears that
adherence to the model selected under
the French Public Health Act is
mandatory, be it the coloriel model or any
other finally supported scheme under
Article 5 of the future Public Health Act.
If adopted as a model, the coloriel scheme
may act as a potential de facto barrier to
trade. If evidence were to suggest that
retailers, who do not use it in the future,
are being pushed out of the retail market
in France, this could demonstrate that the
scheme is not, at least in practice,
‘voluntary’.
In relation to the question of whether
certain elements of the coloriel scheme
can be classified as ‘non-beneficial’
nutrition claims, it must be noted that
nutrition claims are, by nature, ‘beneficial
claims’ since the operator, who places
them on its products, intends to
highlight
something
nutritionally
‘positive’. This is the reason why ‘nonbeneficial’ nutrition claims (like ‘rich in
fat’) do not fall under the scope of
Regulation (EC) No. 1924/2006 of the
European Parliament and of the Council
on nutrition and health claims made on
foods (NHCR), which states in Recital 6
that non-beneficial nutrition claims are
not covered by the scope of this
Regulation.
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Recital 46 of the FIR states that the
declaration in the same field of vision of
the amounts of nutritional elements and
comparative indicators in an easily
recognisable form to enable an
assessment of the nutritional properties
of a food should be considered in its
entirety as part of the nutrition
declaration and should not be treated as
a group of individual claims.
There is a societal learned association
between a red light meaning ‘stop’ and a
green light meaning ‘go’. Arguably, a
number of red or pink dots in the coloriel
scheme could indeed act as sort of ‘nonbeneficial’ nutrition claim, inasmuch as the
whole group of red dots could be
interpreted as a claim that this product is
nutritionally disadvantageous. Reportedly,
the scheme does not intend to stigmatise
any product but, looking at it in detail, it
does not appear to be clear why. On the
other hand, it appears that a number of
green or yellow dots in the coloriel
scheme could act as ‘beneficial’ nutrition
claims.
Arguably, the question to answer, in order
to establish whether the NHCR applies, is
whether the whole ensemble of the
complex coloriel nutrition labelling given

in five colour codes (in its overall
context) has a positive or a negative
connotation and, therefore, is a claim and
not a part of the nutritional declaration.
In relation to the assertion that the
coloriel scheme could constitute a barrier
to trade in breach of Article 34 of the
TFEU, and that the multiplication of
similar systems would undermine the
EU’s harmonisation efforts and
fragmentise the internal market, it could
be argued that classifying foods into
colour categories (although, as already
stated, the scheme reportedly does not
intend to stigmatise any product) is
overly-simplistic and eventually does not
take into account how different foods are
combined in a total dietary context.
Moreover, it would need to be examined
whether the coloriel scheme discriminates
against many quality agro-food products
like cheese, meat, marmalade and sweets,
which would be labelled with red or pink
dots due to their content of salt, sugar or
fat. The only foods that are currently not
included in the coloriel scheme are, in fact,
oils, cheeses and soft drinks, which are
expected to be covered in a future
proposal. But how will this future
proposal avoid the stigmatisation of
certain products? Consumers could
understand the scheme as a form of
discrimination against certain foods.
Regarding the question of whether the
proposed French scheme constitutes a
barrier to trade in breach of the principle
of free movement established in Article
34 of the TFEU, it must be noted that the
FIR opens the possibility to voluntary
schemes.

Article 35(1)(g) of the FIR provides that,
in addition to the mandatory nutrition
information in the EU format, additional
nutritional information may be given by
other forms of expression and/or
presented using graphical forms or
symbols in addition to words or
numbers, provided that their application
does not create obstacles to the free
movement of goods. Obstacles to goods
may, according to Article 36 of the TFEU,
be justified on grounds of, inter alia, the
protection of health and life of humans.
The EU Commission is the guardian of
the treaties and must look for the most
appropriate and the least trade
restrictive means to achieve this
objective, while preserving the
achievements of the internal market and
preventing obstacles to free movement
of goods.
There are concerns about EU memberstates taking an individual approach, such
as in France or the UK, as this may
generate a proliferation of different
voluntary national schemes across the
EU. This could fragment the EU’s internal
market and cause confusion for
consumers. Besides the UK ‘traffic-light’
model and the proposed coloriel scheme
in France, developments are also
expected in relation to the Nordic
‘keyhole’ nutrition labelling scheme,
which was established in Sweden in
1989, but is currently also used on labels
for food products in Denmark and
Norway.
Sweden’s National Food Agency (NFA) is
planning to undergo an image makeover
to modernise the ‘keyhole’ scheme. The
NFA was recently granted 4 million

Swedish Crowns (around 430,000
Euros) of government funds to
encourage
healthy
eating.
In
collaboration with the National Board
of Health and the Public Health Agency,
the NFA will reportedly spend the
majority of the funds on encouraging
health professionals to educate on good
eating habits and on continued
dialogues with food business operators
(retailers who currently use the label
include Coop and ICA; manufacturers
include Arla, Findus, and Unilever) to
use the ‘keyhole’ labelling symbol. A
question to answer is whether this
publicly funded scheme, which is used
across the food industr y, is still
voluntary.
In the next months, interested parties
should continue observing whether or
not a French scheme is adopted, which
may hinder intra-EU trade and
discriminate against certain products. The
same may apply to a makeover of the
Swedish scheme.
In principle, there are no good or bad
foods, only good or bad overall diets.
Nutrition claims are strictly limited to
the ones defined in Annex I to the
NHCR. This is why no additional ‘nonbeneficial’ claims (as, arguably, under
the French model) or other ‘beneficial
claims’ in the overall context of
promotion of a product are
permitted.

This is based on an article published in ‘Trade
Perspectives’ (Issue No. 19, Oct 17, 2014) by
FratiniVergano – European Lawyers.
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F

ive years ago, we reviewed the trade from the Far East

of oleochemicals to just over 700,000 tonnes. The basic

to the US. There have been some changes since then.

quantity of all oils remains steady, with palm oil products

These are most noticeable in the volume of biodiesel,

declining 15% to 1.05 million tonnes and coconut oil up just

an increase of over 300% to 434,000 tonnes in 2014 (Table 1).
There has also been an increase of almost 200% in the volume
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under 7% to about 500,000 tonnes.

Three countries in the Far East are active

tropical oils from Hong Kong or

country, or 28% of the total volume. The

in the tropical oils trade to the US:

Korea, but these were almost certainly

main products were aromatic chemicals

- Malaysia concentrated on palm oil products

transhipped or re-shipped from other

and lube oils, which together accounted

ships or imports.

for almost 81% of the total volume.

and the downstream oleochemicals
which accounted for almost 90% of the

Taiwan’s main expor t consisted of

export total; a further 8.5% was methanol,

Other

with the rest being wax and other chemical

exported

products.
- Indonesia exported palm oil products
and oleochemicals, but also biofuels and

Far

Eastern

that

caustic soda which, at over 230,000

2014

tonnes, accounted for almost 74% of

concentrated on different products.

the total. A wide range of products

Tropical oils and their derivatives

made up the balance of Taiwan’s

accounted for just under 50% of the total

expor ts. Thailand expor ted 11,200

volume shipped in 2014 (Table 2).

tonnes of benzene and 1,550 tonnes of

to

the

countries
US

in

coconut oil. These accounted for almost

slack wax to the US.

94% of the total, with the remainder

The main products from China were

being some lube oils and methanol from

caustic soda, UAN and paraffin wax

The breakdown of product groups,

Bontang. Coconut oil made up all but

which made up 80% of the exports to

including chemicals and petroleum,

500 tonnes of the export volume; the

the US. Hong Kong’s exports were small

carried on chemical tankers from the Far

500 tonnes comprised palm oil.

and consisted of lube oils and petroleum

East to the US is shown in Table 3. As can

products. Japan’s main exports to the US

be seen, tropical oils account for 47% of

- Singapore has become an impor tant

consisted of aromatic chemicals, mainly

the cargo. Methanol cargoes rose by

exporter of biofuels thanks to the Neste

benzene which made up 39% of the total

175% but the volume is relatively small. In

Oil plant. Five years ago, just 5,000 tonnes

volume. This was closely followed by

contrast, the aromatics, mainly benzene

were exported; in 2014, the total was

caustic soda which accounted for 38%.

but including some toluene and xylene, is

274,000 tonnes. Other products included

The remaining cargoes consisted of

approaching 1 million tonnes and has

lube oils and petroleum products which

several chemicals, as well as some

increased 29% in volume over the five

together accounted for 15% of the

petroleum products.

years. The volume of all these products is

volume, while a variety of chemicals

expected to fall off from this year as the

accounted for the balance. In past years,

The US imported more from Korea

US brings shale gas into use as a cheaper

there have been small volumes of

than from any other Far Eastern

feedstock for its basic chemicals.
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Caustic soda declined by over 50% over

chemical tankers because they require

The 77.5% drop in clean petroleum

the five-year period mainly due to other

clean tanks and are often moved in smaller

product volumes does not mean much.

supply sources, while wax loadings

parcels than non-IMO ships can offer. The

These are often carried on chemical

dropped off 28% but on very much

volume has jumped 79.4% over the five

tankers as ‘top off ’ cargoes and when

smaller volumes. Lube oils, while not all

years and is mostly from Korea, with

smaller volumes are needed. Other

requiring IMO class ships, usually travel on

smaller amounts from other countries.

cargoes are fixed on chemical tankers
that are in the Far East, looking for a
positioning voyage to the US and unable
to find any other cargo. These ships
would normally not have suitable last
cargoes for tropical oils.
Operators in tropical oils trade
Three operators carried tropical oil
products and no other products in 2014
(Table 4).
• Cargill was the largest with almost
170,000 tonnes of cargo. This figure may
be misleading as it also took some of
the ‘Others’ on trip charters. As a shipper,
it accounted for 221,535 tonnes, of which
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76,840 tonnes was on ships that it

Two operators did not carr y any

Developments in ‘ship operating’

controlled. As a receiver, Cargill accounted

tropical oil products to the US.

sector

for 453,929 tonnes, of which 134,839

Formosa

mainly

The term ‘ship operating’ is used because

tonnes were on its own ships.

carried its own cargoes and only

few of the major companies own all their

loaded in Taiwan, Korea or Japan. BLT-

ships today. They charter ships for long or

• MISC carried just over 100,000 tonnes

Chembulk only carried caustic soda,

short periods in order to get a balanced

and this was all in the first half of the

plus two smaller wax cargoes. It only

fleet to enable them to operate

year. The ships utilised for this trade have

loaded in China and Taiwan with small

successfully in their chosen sector.

all been sold and it is likely that the

lots from Japan and Korea. All BLT-

company will be completely out of the

Chembulk’s cargoes were to the US

Five years ago, we presented a list of the

chemical/vegetable oil tanker trade very

West Coast.

15 major IMO class fleets. Since then

Plastics

Marine

soon. This will leave a gap, in that there

there have been some changes (Table 5).

will be no significant Malaysian carrier to

The other operators carried varying

Jo Tankers and Tokyo Marine merged

handle Malaysia’s exports to destinations

proportions of tropical oil products

their commercial operations and are now

other than within Asia.

mixed up with other cargoes. The

run under the name Milestone Chemical

percentage of tropical oil products varied

Tankers. Clipper has been renamed

from Aurora (2.61% of the total) to

Nordic.

• Nordic’s cargoes were all biodiesel from
Singapore to the US West Coast for

MTMM (88%).

Neste, which moved a total of 256,107

Dorval almost disappeared until bought

tonnes.

by Sinochem and more or less started
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from scratch as most of its new ships

• BLT-Chembulk – which five years ago

oil from Indonesia and Malaysia. Its only

were repossessed by banks and sold to

had a fleet of 63 ships and 11 ships on

other cargo was one of methanol for

others. BLT-Chembulk suffered a similar

order with a total of almost 1.25 million

Petronas.

fate to that of Dorval but was able to

tons deadweight (dwt) – has gone through

restructure itself with the help of some

restructuring following financial difficulties.

• Milestone Chemical Tankers was formed

of its lenders. STX PanOcean also went

It is emerging as a stronger company

as a commercial operating company

bankrupt

as

with just 30 ships and none on order. It

jointly owned by Tokyo Marine and Jo

Panocean. As mentioned, MISC is in the

was not involved in the tropical oils trade

Tankers. Controlled from Singapore, its

process of disappearing, but several of

to the US.

involvement in the trade to the US was

and

is

re-emerging

its ships have been bought by Wilmar
who are stepping in with a sizeable but

solely the historic Tokyo Marine business,
• Eitzen has also been struggling through

mainly to the US West Coast. Apar t

bad times and will shortly re-emerge

from tropical oil products, it carried

as Team Tankers International following

aromatic chemicals, caustic soda, wax

Taking these companies in alphabetical

financial restructuring. It has reduced its

and some other chemicals, mainly from

order, I can tell a brief story about each.

fleet from 85 existing ships and 9 on

China, Japan and Korea.

diverse fleet.

order, down to 46 ships and none on
• Ace Quantum is a new company formed

order. Its involvement in trade to the

• MTMM is also a new entrant to the list.

by the merger of two family-controlled

US was restricted to biodiesel shipments

It specialised in stainless steel tonnage

companies, Eastern Pacific (ex-Tanker

from Singapore to the US West Coast

but has recently acquired some larger,

Pacific) of Singapore and Ace Tankers of

for Neste and from Dumai to Houston

coated ships of 45,000 dwt that are

The Netherlands. A third company

for Wilmar.

aimed at the vegetable oil trades. Apart

controlled by the same family is Zodiac

from tropical oil products, it carried one

of London, which has seven ships plus

• Hansa Tankers is a new entrant to the

methanol cargo for Petronas, some caustic

four on order. As this is a new set-up, it

list and a new player in the tropical oil

soda and some wax from China to the

has not yet established a trading pattern.

products trade. It carried palm oil, coconut

US.

oil and oleochemicals last year and these
• Allied/Fairfield is a grouping consisting

accounted for 62.15% of its cargoes to

• Navig8 Chemicals has grown rapidly

of Fairfield Chemical Carriers’ own ships

the US.The company has been developed

and separated from Navig8 Shipping

and a pool called Allied Chemical Carriers,

slowly and carefully over the last few

whose IMO class product tankers were

which is a joint venture between Fairfield

years; the fleet consists of ships of 19,900

included in the fleet listed five years ago.

and Iino. Allied has had limited involvement

dwt supplemented by three ships of

It has a massive number of ships on

in the tropical oil products business (see

33,600 dwt.

order and will become the largest fleet

Table 4).

in terms of deadweight capacity, although
• Iino Kaiun, apart from being partners

still a few ships behind Stolt Tankers in

• Aurora Tankers has some smaller tankers,

with Fairfield CC, operates a large

overall numbers. Navig8 Chemicals is

mainly utilised on the Chinese coast.

fleet that trades worldwide but avoids

not very active in the trade from the

The company has large contracts for

competition with Fairfield/Allied. Its

Far East to the US, carrying only 134,000

chemicals from Korea that are covered

involvement in trade to the US consisted

tonnes last year. Of this, about half was

by its larger coated ships, but it also has

of cargoes for Wilmar, mainly consisting

biodiesel for Neste. Aromatic chemicals,

a few smaller stainless steel ships that

of biodiesel from Dumai and Benoa plus

mainly from Korea, made up the balance

carried some oleochemicals last year.

some oleochemicals and palm kernel

of the cargoes.
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• Nordic, which grew out of the old

• Sinochem has been slowly growing in

• Wilmar, which has developed its fleet

Clipper Chemical Tankers group, has

size and, apart from the fleet shown in

over the last few years, has bought several

increased in size, mainly through the

Table 5, it has the majority share in

ships from MISC and ordered new ships

acquisition by the parent company of

Dor val and a 50/50 joint venture in

from Vietnam and China. It is in the top

Herning Shipping, a mainly coastal

China with Stolt Tankers. It is not involved

15 on the basis of its large amount of

company in Europe and in association

in any vegetable oil trades at present.

IMO 2 space and stainless steel capacity.

with Womar of Singapore. Its involvement

None of the Wilmar ships were utilised

was solely in the carriage of biodiesel

• Stolt Tankers also reduced in size over

on the Far East-to-US route in 2014;

for Neste from Singapore to US West

the last five years, dropping 11 ships

however the company was involved as

Coast.

and 343,000 dwt. It remains the largest

a shipper of 845,220 tonnes and as a

operator and continues to be committed

receiver of 266,000 tonnes.

• Odfjell has reduced its fleet by about

to tropical oils transport, although it has

300,000 dwt and 24 ships over the last

given up the coconut oil business. It

There will still be ships for palm oil,

five years and recently announced a

carried a large range of different chemicals

coconut oil, oleochemicals and biodiesel

restructuring exercise that will see many

from the whole region, as well as lube

cargoes. Bunker prices have, thankfully,

of the staff losing their jobs. Its main

oils from Korea.

dropped. This should not be seen as a

business to the US is in aromatics and

reason to reduce freights but, rather, as a

lube oils from Korea, but it also carried

The company has dominated the

means for operators to repay loans they

many other chemicals from all Far Eastern

oleochemicals trade for many years

have been forced to take over the last

countries. Its involvement in tropical oil

and carried 45.65% of the total volume

few poor years.

trades is small as it will often not have

in 2014.

the required last cargoes.

Charles Barton
Maritime Consultant

Jacob Stolt-Nielsen: 1931-2015
I would like to pay tribute to Jacob Stolt-Nielsen who sadly passed away
on Feb 15. Fifty-five years ago, he founded what has become the StoltNielsen Group. He operated the first parcel tanker that could segregate
several different grades of cargo, chemicals, vegetable oils and lube oils,
among others.
Over the years, methods of cleaning and heating tanks, segregating
cargoes and many other developments stemmed from his ideas.
Stolt-Nielsen was one of the leaders in the transportation of
tropical oils. It was, and still is, active in the trades. For many years
Stolt-Nielsen controlled almost 100% of the Philippine coconut oil export
shipping. Jacob was the driving force behind all this.
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All too often, people in the oils and fats industry become
concerned about protests or street demonstrations
against them. Sometimes these involve people holding
large placards; at other times, protesters have dressed in
orang utan costumes to draw attention to the endangered
species.
This is a recent phenomenon, say a few decades old. By
comparison, most oils and fats companies go back several
generations. So, it’s hardly surprising that managers in the
industry are left scratching their heads, wondering how
best to respond.

• Protesters dressed as orang utan, holding banners as they
demonstrated outside the company’s London headquarters
in March;

Greenpeace, a particularly active protest group, has organised a
series of highly visible demonstrations against palm oil. In 2010,
it made the Swiss chocolate giant Nestle its target, because of

• Protests to disrupt the Nestle Annual General Meeting in
Lausanne, Switzerland, in April; and

the company’s use of palm oil in products. The range of activities
included:

• Launch of the YouTube spoof advertisement for the chocolate
biscuit KitKat in May.
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In March 2014, Greenpeace protested against Procter & Gamble’s
use of palm oil in products – some protesters hung a huge poster
high above street level between the twin towers of the company’s
international head office in Cincinnati; for added effect, the
protester who unfurled the banner was dressed in a tiger costume.
By focusing on tigers, Greenpeace’s message was that P&G is
helping to destroy an endangered species by buying palm oil.
Do Greenpeace’s tactics work? That’s an easy question to ask,

of times it gets coverage in the media. And better still, if the

but a hard one to answer. For a start, how does one measure

coverage goes global.

the effectiveness of a demonstration? In the oils and fats industry,
the measures of success are very straightforward: sales volume

Managers in the oils and fats industry have a real problem. How

and profit. On a more detailed level, one could add yield in terms

do they know if a Greenpeace protest (or anyone else’s for that

of tonnes per hectare. And for more detail, it could take into

matter) is effective? And how do they know when it is time to

account labour productivity, or machinery and fuel cost per

do something about it? Or, would it be better to get on with

tonne of oil produced.

business as usual, as if nothing had happened?

But Greenpeace has no comparable measures by which it can

There are certainly many people who think that Greenpeace

judge its success. Its main quantifiable item is really the number

protests are effective. Professor Chris Allen of the University of
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Cincinnati commented in USA Today (March 7, 2014): “To have

Still,

someone who can confront P&G in global terms as a brand, that’s

acknowledging the activists’ progress: “Greenpeace’s

pretty impressive.” A similar comment was made by Professor

strategy, which it calls ‘market based campaigning’ has

Peter Spiro of Temple University’s Department of International

proved

Law: “They (Greenpeace) are certainly effective at drawing

company also described the NGO as

attention to their causes.” But in both cases, the professors were

“pragmatic, practical and willing to listen”.

giving a subjective opinion without numerical data.

This is another measure

the

company’s

devastatingly

comments

leaned

to

effective.” The

of success.
Numerical data was a big factor in progressing branding when I
worked at P&G. Two particular measures were prominent.

When protests work
Protests

• The first was ‘day-after recall’ (DAR). This was measured by a

complex

are

mostly

things,

as

group of interviewers stopping people in the street and asking

illustrated by the story

what advertisements they had seen on television the night

of suffragette Emily Davison. She

before. The data could be obtained either by prompting (such

was one of the most effective

as showing a still photo from the advertisement or showing

protesters ever. There’s a

a photo of the product) or without being prompted (by

good chance you might

asking what advertisements the person remembered). A high

have seen a black-and-

DAR is generally highly desirable, with the logic being that

white film clip of her

people are more likely to buy a product from an advertisement

most famous day in 1913.

they remember.
For many years Davison had been fighting for the cause of
• The second measure is the person’s indication to buy; after

giving women the vote in the UK. This was known as the

all, it is possible to recall an advertisement and simply not like it.

‘suffrage movement’; it involved women carrying out activities
ranging from hunger strikes to chaining themselves to railings.

One measure of success that Greenpeace does have is its size.

On June 4, 1913, Davison threw herself in front of the King’s

It has gone from a small group of environmentally motivated

horse at the Epsom Derby horserace. She was knocked

individuals getting together in Vancouver, Canada, in 1969, to

down, and died a few days later. The consensus of historians

today’s army of 2,500 employees, a far bigger number of unpaid

was that she didn’t actually want to die, and that the idea was

volunteers, 2.9 million donors, a presence in 40 countries, and

to just draw attention to herself by waving and being

three ships including one submarine. Whichever way you look at

disruptive.

it, these numbers make an impression.
But this does reinforce a repeating rule in brand building: the law
But are these numbers the best measure of success? I doubt if

of unintended consequences. All too often, how the protest

even Greenpeace would say so. Most people would rather see

goes and the results obtained are not in line with the plan. Had

information along the lines of the number of species brought

Davison’s protest gone as planned – i.e. with her being

back from extinction or maybe a certain number of hectares of

unharmed – then it would have barely registered in the

forest retrieved. Strangely there is little along these lines in the

newspapers. But her highly dramatic death resulted in probably

headlines. More people talk about the protests rather than the

the biggest news story of the year. At her funeral, the crowds

results these produce.

numbered in the tens of thousands.

One result that Greenpeace did obtain was in getting Kimberly-

In the end, women in the UK did get the vote, with the

Clark Corporation to talk (Business Insider Malaysia, June 6, 2014).

Parliament passing the Representation of the People Act in
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1918. The only question was: how big was Davison’s role in this?

As ever with marketing and brand building, we’re back to

This is a bit complicated to analyse because two other

psychology. In particular, we’re looking at ‘confirmation bias’,

important things were taking place in that era: technology was

where a person takes up a position or belief and then notices

developing, and World War I broke out.

information or data that suppor ts that position, and
conveniently ignores information or data that does not. On top

With the development of home appliances, the role of women

of that, we are living in an age of information overload with

was changing tremendously. The electric washing machine, which

more items than our brains can comfor tably digest.

had entered mass production and began appearing in

Consequently, consciously or unconsciously, audiences are

newspaper advertisements in 1904, had the greatest impact. This

getting lazy.

invention meant that task of laundry that required around one
day per week of labour (almost entirely women) changed into

Understanding these psychological factors is becoming more

minutes. The vacuum cleaner similarly lightened the work load of

important in understanding how to fight a marketing and

women. Even at the early stages, such technology started to

branding battle. One figure worth bringing in is BF Skinner

change society significantly.

(1904-1990). He was one of the most influential psychologists
of the 20th century; he started looking at people more from

During World War I, women were needed in large numbers as

the point of view of behaviour rather than the workings of the

factory workers because most of the men were fighting. This

mind.

changed the image of women considerably, especially as some
of these jobs were complex and required thinking skills as well

This led to Skinner being a pivotal figure in the school of a

as manual labour.

branch of psychology called ‘behaviourism’ which is of great
significance today.

When protests don’t work
On April 7, 2014, news portal www.theatlantic.com posted an

Prior to Skinner, the giants of psychology were Freud and Jung

article by Moises Naim headlined ‘Why Street Protests Don’t

who saw the mind as a “black box” to be explored via its values,

Work’. It focused on the Occupy Wall Street movement in the

dream analysis, and a host of other tools and therapies. Skinner

summer of 2011. The movement got off to an impressive start

took the opposite approach, namely to leave the “black box”

with protests in 2,600 cities worldwide, but faded in the end.

alone and instead look at the input (rewards and punishments)

What did it actually accomplish? Not much in practical terms. In

and output (behaviour).

a sense, it was a phenomenon that tells us something about the
nature of people.

Modern management theorists have developed Skinner’s ideas. I
particularly like the work of Michael LeBoeuf. His 1986 book,

Naim writes about just how easily people can be recruited to a

GMP –The Greatest Management Principle, elaborates on the

particular cause. A super example was the case of the

concept that you get more of the behaviour you reward. And a

‘demolition’ of the Stork Fountain in Denmark. There was no

reward doesn’t have to be cash. It can be anything, such as

demolition – it was a hoax (or academically put, an experiment)

someone saying nice things that make one feel good.

by researcher Anders Colding-Jorgensen of the University of
Copenhagen. He started by telling people that the famous

Bringing this back to the oils and fats industry versus protest

landmark was going to be demolished and that he was enlisting

groups, a great starting question is: where are the rewards?

support to protect it. After one week, he had 10,000 supporters

People continue with protests against the palm oil industry

on Facebook; after two weeks, the number had risen to 27,000.

because they get the rewards they need. The rewards can be

The irony is that most of us can’t be bothered to check facts –

numerous, but a big one is that they get publicity. If the press

which is strange, when it’s so easy to do so in the Information

loses interest, then the protests would stop, and rather quickly

Age.

too.
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There are other types of reward. Some protesters get their

Probably a significant factor in the success of Greenpeace is that

reward from feeling good, thinking they are saving the planet;

its stunts have been non-violent; activists have broken into

others enjoy the social side of protests as they are happy to

premises, but have never kidnapped or killed anyone. Assistant

spend time with like-minded protesters. Others are thrilled by

Professor Erica Chenoweth of the University of Denver has

the adrenalin rush of breaking the rules. In other words, there is

investigated the relative impact of violent versus non-violent

a lot going on, besides the welfare of endangered species.

protests. Most history books are full of stories of how wars and
battles changed events. When it comes to protest movements

What would Skinner say about the protests against the oils and

over the past hundred years, non-violent protests win out over

fats sector if he were alive? Probably something along the lines

violent ones.

of: “Well, yes, of course they’ll keep on protesting – after all, it is
Do protests work? Sure. All the time? No. The protests in Cairo’s

a behaviour that keeps getting rewards.”

Tahir Square in 2011 changed Egypt’s government. The ones in
Managers in oils and fats industry have no control over protests.

Beijing’s Tiananmen Square in 1989 did not.

But they have total control over what they say to the media, or
even if they should say anything at all. Managers also have control

Whichever way you look at it, protesting is a complex business

over prices. It’s easy to forget that people will often change their

with many factors. Motivation is a particularly important one –

behaviour for a few dollars.

environmental activists working as volunteers are generally
going to be far more motivated than salaried folks in big

This phenomenon was wonderfully illustrated a few years ago

organisations.

during the ‘mad cow’ disease scare involving beef. In the UK,
there was television footage of tonnes of unsold beef sitting on

But there are many measures that will work in countering

supermarket shelves because consumers were frightened by the

protests. The oils and fats industry will likely gain more ground

media references. But when the supermarkets drastically cut

with marketing and branding approaches that apply creativity,

prices, and beef steaks went at a discount of 50%, the produce

rather than by adopting a tough, macho approach.

was sold out!
Going head-on?
Frequently, a head-on or strong reaction to a protest can be

Dr Ian Halsall

counter-productive. A powerfully tragic example of this was

Researcher & Author

Greenpeace’s campaign against French nuclear weapons testing
in the Pacific Ocean.
On July 10, 1985, the French government sent Special Forces
operators to blow up the Greenpeace ship The Rainbow Warrior.
The plan was to just sink it with no loss of life.
Unintentionally,

however,

the

operations

killed

Greenpeace volunteer Fernando Pereira who was on
the ship. As a result, Greenpeace gained
sympathy and support, while the
French government faced massive
embarrassment.
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On the Monday morning following the Planters’ Association meeting,
I was due to have a meeting with the Chief Secretary who was
standing in for the Governor during his absence on leave. I therefore
stayed in Jesselton for the weekend and was able to attend the
farewell party for the two retiring planters on Sunday.

I stayed with Harrisons & Crosfields (H&C) manager Sandy Guy
and his Australian wife Peggy. We went down together to the MV
Kimanis at noon. It turned out to be a memorable occasion. Due
to the happy coincidence of the Association meeting having been
held the previous day, virtually every planter in the colony had
turned up. One or two were looking a bit frayed around the
edges even before the start of the party.

A few colonial officers were also leaving on retirement on the
same ship. Consequently groups of well-wishers from their
departments had come to see them off. The officials were
gathered, glasses in hand, around the departing officers, with
much back-slapping and good fellowship. The babble of voices was punctuated
from time to time by the popping of champagne corks, and the equatorial sun sparkled on the vivid blue
waters of Gaya Bay.

The police band had been brought out for the occasion. It played selections from Gilbert and Sullivan under
an awning on the deck. It was an idyllic, rather Edwardian, scene. Noel Coward would have felt completely
at home.

It was not very often that planters and colonial officers got together at an unofficial gathering of this kind.
Both groups had seen their numbers dwindling over the past months. There was a feeling in the air that an
era was drawing to a close. The ship was scheduled to sail at 2.30pm. However, for some technical reason,
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its departure was delayed until 4.30pm. The party

“But we have no intention of struggling for

continued therefore for much longer than planned and, in

Independence” said Donald. “Tell me, how many

the intense heat, the drinks flowed freely.

Kadazan doctors or engineers do you know? Until we
can raise the educational level amongst the Kadazans,

No one seemed inclined to leave. After an hour or two,

we are in no rush. We are happy for the colonial

the various groups had all merged into one large party.

government to continue to hold an umbrella over us

More toasts were proposed to each of the departing

until we are ready for Independence. Maybe in another

passengers and even to some of the startled tourists who

10 years or so …”

had joined the ship in Singapore for the round trip. It was
oppressively hot in the crowded saloon. I went up on

After a few glasses of champagne, I was in fine fettle for

deck to cool off in the slight breeze coming off the sea.

taking a broad look at the grand sweep of history.
“Donald, there is no exam to see if a country is ready for

I was leaning over the ship’s rail when I was joined by

Independence. Do you think that Congo or even Nigeria

Donald Stevens. After our first meeting at lunch with the

were ready? It comes whether you are ready or not, as

Governor, I had taken up Donald’s invitation to visit him at

soon as the colonial power loses interest. That is what is

his newspaper office; I had met him and his brother Ben

happening in Britain today.”

on a few other occasions. Donald, as the leader of the
Kadazan Party, was up till then the only local citizen I had

“But what has all this to do with your friend William

met who seemed to have the remotest trace of political

Wallace?" Donald asked.

consciousness.
“Well if you were to play your cards right you could
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The general lack of interest in Independence in North

become the William Wallace of Sabah,” I suggested.

Borneo had come as a surprise to me. Having been in

“Look, I happen to know that there are lots of statues of

Malaya in 1957 during the Merdeka celebrations and

Queen Victoria in little towns all over India. No one

having only very recently been working in Nigeria during

wants them there. We could buy a job lot very cheap

the run-up to Independence, it was very much to the

and get them erected on the town padangs of Jesselton,

forefront of my mind.

and Sandakan.

"Look Donald, in Scotland, every schoolchild learns

“You could then get together with some friends, tog

stories about William Wallace and his struggles against

yourselves out in masks and camouflage jackets and blow

the English for Independence. I wonder what folk-tales

them up. I don't think anyone would mind very much,

are going to be told about your struggle for

except for Special Branch of course. You could probably

independence.”

arrange it in advance with the Governor. It would be good
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fun, and I guarantee that in future history books, it will go

muttering about such technicalities as low tide, minimum

down as the start of the wars of Independence;

draft, etc, but no one seemed to share his concern.

something like the Boston Tea-Party.”
Eventually Sandy got the band to strike up Auld Lang Syne.
Donald chuckled heartily, and we left the deck to go back

This at last triggered a response, and there was a general

to the saloon for another drink.

drift towards the gang way. Departure was now imminent.
The gangway was being raised when it was noticed that

Three years later, after Sabah had become a state of

my good friend Joe Berwick, the Director of Agriculture,

Malaysia with Donald Stevens (then Tun Fuad Stephens)

had not yet disembarked.

as its first Chief Minister, there was an investiture
ceremony in Government House. Donald, presented me

He appeared momentarily at the prow of the ship, a

with the ASDK. As I leaned forward to have it hung round

bottle in one hand. He waved happily to the crowd below,

my neck, he whispered: "Are there still any spare statues

and disappeared, pursued by several of the crew.

of Queen Victoria going cheap these days, Leslie?"

Eventually they ambushed him. The gangway was lowered
again and Joe still waving his bottle was frog-marched

Post-party drama

down by a couple of deck hands.

But, to return to the party on the Kimanis, things were
going rather too well. I have a confused recollection that

The mooring ropes were cast off fore and aft. The

a Scotsman had materialised with a set of bag-pipes. The

Kimanis engines throbbed powerfully. The ship started

hours passed swiftly. No one showed the slightest desire

to move slowly away. The police band, lined up on the

to leave.

pier, was playing Auld Lang Syne for the third time, and
ever yone was waving goodbye to the depar ting

The Captain, no longer quite so genial, approached Sandy

passengers.

Guy with a worried expression. "You realise Sandy that we
must leave the quay by 4.30 at the very latest. Can you

The Captain blew a thunderous farewell blast on the

help me to persuade our guests that it is time to

ship's horn. Then, there was a splash from below. Joe had

disembark?”

disappeared. His balding head broke the surface 15 feet
below. "It’s great!" he shouted, "Come on in!"

H&C were the agents for Straits Steamship Co and I
suppose it was for just such an occasion as this that they

His shouts attracted the attention of the crowd. Someone

received their handling fee. Sandy banged on the bar with

flung a substantial cork lifebuoy into the water. It narrowly

an empty bottle. "Time, gentlemen, please" he bellowed.

missed his head. He shook his fist, and struck out further

The effect was less than dramatic. The Captain was

away from the pier. There were a few further moments of
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drama

while

a

launch

came

out

and

unceremoniously hauled him aboard.

“Have you seen Alex Campbell anywhere?” he
asked. “I found his Land Rover in my garage this
morning. Alex takes a heavy dram sometimes you

Alex Campbell, the general manager of the

know. Probably he got a bit pickled last night and

Rubber Fund Board, volunteered to take Joe back

didn't want to risk driving it home.”

home with him for a few hours until he was
feeling more robust. We believed that was the end

“What did you do last night?” I asked him. “Nothing

of the excitement for the day. I went back with my

very exciting,” he replied. “I went round to the Chief

hosts.

Secretary's house for a rubber of bridge, as I do
most Sunday evenings. Actually I was a bit tired

About 9pm, Sandy’s phone rang. It was Alex. Was

after that party on the Kimanis yesterday afternoon.

Joe with us? Apparently Alex had, as promised,

I don't remember much about it to tell the truth.

taken him home, wrapped him in a sarong and put

Am I right in thinking that we all went down to the

him into his spare bedroom to sleep it off. An

beach for a swim afterwards?”

hour or two later he had been surprised to hear
the sound of his Land Rover being driven off. He

Together we went across to the Governor's

caught a glimpse of Joe, dressed only in a colourful

office. We were ushered into the presence of the

sarong, steering an erratic route out through the

Chief Secretary. He greeted me cordially enough,

front gate. Alex had already phoned the police, the

but he seemed a bit frosty with his Director of

hospital, and quite a number of Joe’s friends, but

Agriculture. “I was so pleased that you

had drawn a blank.

remembered our bridge party last night, Berwick.
I would be grateful however if you would take

The mystery was solved, for me at any rate, the

the trouble to wear something rather less

next morning at the Secretariat. It was customary

informal than a sarong for our game next

for any plantation representative meeting the

Sunday.”

Governor officially, to be accompanied by the
Director of Agriculture. At 7.30am, feeling none too

Datuk Leslie Davidson

bright, I called at the wooden building which

Author, East of Kinabalu

housed the Agricultural Department offices. To my

Former Chairman, Unilever Plantations International

astonishment Joe was sitting at his desk, looking in
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remarkably good shape for a man whom we

This is the second part of an edited chapter from the book

expected to turn up in the hospital at the very

published in 2007. The book can be purchased from the

least.

Incorporated Society of Planters; email: isphq@tm.net.my
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